
lived. Even in this introductory astronomy course, you will learn about objects and processes that no one a few
generations ago even dreamed existed.

1.3 THE LAWS OF NATURE

Over centuries scientists have extracted various scientific laws from countless observations, hypotheses, and
experiments. These scientific laws are, in a sense, the “rules” of the game that nature plays. One remarkable
discovery about nature—one that underlies everything you will read about in this text—is that the same laws
apply everywhere in the universe. The rules that determine the motion of stars so far away that your eye cannot
see them are the same laws that determine the arc of a baseball after a batter has hit it out of the park.

Note that without the existence of such universal laws, we could not make much headway in astronomy. If each
pocket of the universe had different rules, we would have little chance of interpreting what happened in other
“neighborhoods.” But, the consistency of the laws of nature gives us enormous power to understand distant
objects without traveling to them and learning the local laws. In the same way, if every region of a country had
completely different laws, it would be very difficult to carry out commerce or even to understand the behavior of
people in those different regions. A consistent set of laws, though, allows us to apply what we learn or practice
in one state to any other state.

This is not to say that our current scientific models and laws cannot change. New experiments and observations
can lead to new, more sophisticated models—models that can include new phenomena and laws about
their behavior. The general theory of relativity proposed by Albert Einstein is a perfect example of such a
transformation that took place about a century ago; it led us to predict, and eventually to observe, a strange
new class of objects that astronomers call black holes. Only the patient process of observing nature ever more
carefully and precisely can demonstrate the validity of such new scientific models.

One important problem in describing scientific models has to do with the limitations of language. When we
try to describe complex phenomena in everyday terms, the words themselves may not be adequate to do the
job. For example, you may have heard the structure of the atom likened to a miniature solar system. While
some aspects of our modern model of the atom do remind us of planetary orbits, many other of its aspects are
fundamentally different.

This problem is the reason scientists often prefer to describe their models using equations rather than words. In
this book, which is designed to introduce the field of astronomy, we use mainly words to discuss what scientists
have learned. We avoid complex math, but if this course piques your interest and you go on in science, more
and more of your studies will involve the precise language of mathematics.

1.4 NUMBERS IN ASTRONOMY

In astronomy we deal with distances on a scale you may never have thought about before, with numbers
larger than any you may have encountered. We adopt two approaches that make dealing with astronomical
numbers a little bit easier. First, we use a system for writing large and small numbers called scientific notation
(or sometimes powers-of-ten notation). This system is very appealing because it eliminates the many zeros that
can seem overwhelming to the reader. In scientific notation, if you want to write a number such as 500,000,000,
you express it as 5 × 108. The small raised number after the 10, called an exponent, keeps track of the number
of places we had to move the decimal point to the left to convert 500,000,000 to 5. If you are encountering
this system for the first time or would like a refresher, we suggest you look at Appendix C and Example 1.1
for more information. The second way we try to keep numbers simple is to use a consistent set of units—the
metric International System of Units, or SI (from the French Système International d’Unités). The metric system is
summarized in Appendix D (see Example 1.2).
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A common unit astronomers use to describe distances in the universe is a light-year, which is the distance light
travels during one year. Because light always travels at the same speed, and because its speed turns out to be
the fastest possible speed in the universe, it makes a good standard for keeping track of distances. You might
be confused because a “light-year” seems to imply that we are measuring time, but this mix-up of time and
distance is common in everyday life as well. For example, when your friend asks where the movie theater is
located, you might say “about 20 minutes from downtown.”

So, how many kilometers are there in a light-year? Light travels at the amazing pace of 3 × 105 kilometers per
second (km/s), which makes a light-year 9.46 × 1012 kilometers. You might think that such a large unit would
reach the nearest star easily, but the stars are far more remote than our imaginations might lead us to believe.
Even the nearest star is 4.3 light-years away—more than 40 trillion kilometers. Other stars visible to the unaided
eye are hundreds to thousands of light-years away (Figure 1.4).

Figure 1.4 Orion Nebula. This beautiful cloud of cosmic raw material (gas and dust from which new stars and planets are being made) called
the Orion Nebula is about 1400 light-years away. That’s a distance of roughly 1.34 × 1016 kilometers—a pretty big number. The gas and dust in
this region are illuminated by the intense light from a few extremely energetic adolescent stars. (credit: NASA, ESA, M. Robberto (Space
Telescope Science Institute/ESA) and the Hubble Space Telescope Orion Treasury Project Team)

L I N K  T O  L E A R N I N G

Watch this brief PBS animation (https://openstax.org/l/30scinotation) that explains how scientific
notation works and why it’s useful.

E X A M P L E  1 . 1

Scientific Notation

In 2015, the richest human being on our planet had a net worth of $79.2 billion. Some might say this is an
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1.5 CONSEQUENCES OF LIGHT TRAVEL TIME

There is another reason the speed of light is such a natural unit of distance for astronomers. Information about
the universe comes to us almost exclusively through various forms of light, and all such light travels at the
speed of light—that is, 1 light-year every year. This sets a limit on how quickly we can learn about events in the
universe. If a star is 100 light-years away, the light we see from it tonight left that star 100 years ago and is just
now arriving in our neighborhood. The soonest we can learn about any changes in that star is 100 years after
the fact. For a star 500 light-years away, the light we detect tonight left 500 years ago and is carrying 500-year-
old news.

Because many of us are accustomed to instant news from the Internet, some might find this frustrating.

“You mean, when I see that star up there,” you ask, “I won’t know what’s actually happening there for another
500 years?”

But this isn’t the most helpful way to think about the situation. For astronomers, now is when the light reaches
us here on Earth. There is no way for us to know anything about that star (or other object) until its light reaches
us.

But what at first may seem a great frustration is actually a tremendous benefit in disguise. If astronomers really

astronomical sum of money. Express this amount in scientific notation.

Solution

$79.2 billion can be written $79,200,000,000. Expressed in scientific notation it becomes $7.92 × 1010.

E X A M P L E  1 . 2

Getting Familiar with a Light-Year

How many kilometers are there in a light-year?

Solution

Light travels 3 × 105 km in 1 s. So, let’s calculate how far it goes in a year:

• There are 60 (6 × 101) s in 1 min, and 6 × 101 min in 1 h.

• Multiply these together and you find that there are 3.6 × 103 s/h.

• Thus, light covers 3 × 105 km/s × 3.6 × 103 s/h = 1.08 × 109 km/h.

• There are 24 or 2.4 × 101 h in a day, and 365.24 (3.65 × 102) days in 1 y.

• The product of these two numbers is 8.77 × 103 h/y.

• Multiplying this by 1.08 × 109 km/h gives 9.46 × 1012 km/light-year.

That’s almost 10,000,000,000,000 km that light covers in a year. To help you imagine how long this
distance is, we’ll mention that a string 1 light-year long could fit around the circumference of Earth 236
million times.
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